Abstract: Seawalls are commonly used worldwide to protect urbanized sea fronts. These alongshore protection structures are often blamed for hydro-sedimentary dynamics perturbations, but without clear and generalizable conclusions on long-term morphodynamic effects. In this paper, evolutions of beaches are studied from 1966 to 2021, comparing the urbanized sea front of Lacanau seaside resort (Aquitaine France) and adjacent natural areas. A large-scale spatiotemporal multisource dataset is used to derive several indicators and evaluate the characteristics and magnitude of passive and active erosion related to a large riprap seawall at a highly energetic meso–macro tidal coast. The most dramatic manifestation of the presence of the seawall (passive erosion) is the beach lowering and the reduction of beach variability at the seasonal and interannual timescale in front of the seawall. However, recent evolutions are roughly similar at the seawall-backed beach than at the natural sector, indicating no specific active seawall influence on beach erosion or recovery. The perturbations directly attributable to the seawall (active erosion) are limited to temporary end-effect, slight perturbation of outer bar pattern and the setup of a slight platform around the depth of closure. The adverse effects are currently manageable, but they require a new strategy in view of the chronic shoreline retreat at adjacent sectors and the expected effects of climate change.
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1. Introduction

Along worldwide coasts, seaside resorts are commonly bordered by hard protections. Among existing solutions, seawalls are used in order to directly preserve urban areas from storm impacts and chronical erosion (see References [1,2] for examples). Seawalls are recognized to be efficient shore-protection structures to preserve local assets. However, on sandy coasts, they are commonly blamed for the perturbations of the hydro-sedimentary dynamics and beach morphology [3]. Beach lowering or disappearance of walled-backed beaches is, for example, a usual observation [4].

Perturbations related to seawalls depend upon several factors, such as the sedimentary context and shoreline evolution [5,6], the type and design of the structure [7,8], wave conditions [9–11], the characteristics of the beach water table [12] or the position of the seawall relative to the shoreline [4]. This last point is crucial to evaluate the impact of the seawall on the topo-bathymetric beach profiles [13–15]. Other authors have reported contrasting conclusions about adverse effect, such as scours at the base of the wall [16–19] or end-effect, at the directly adjacent shore [6,20–22]. Despite many studies performed since the 1980s, no definitive consensus on the mechanism and the magnitude of this perturbation was clearly reached [19,22,23], and questions about the active contribution of seawalls to erosion on beaches are still matters of debate [2].

In fact, due to the difficulties in capturing details of the hydro-sedimentary processes occurring on the field, physical modeling or laboratory studies have been preferred, and
the expected beach evolution, as well as bathymetric evolution near the seawalls, remains mostly theoretical [14–24]. Analyzing beach profiles of a beach backed by seawall on beach profile relatively to an adjacent unwalled beach is a classic approach to characterize the seawall impact on field studies [12,25–27]. However, most of them are restricted to simple topographic proxies [5,6] or to analyzing the seawall impact on the beach after storms [11,28,29]. Long-term surveys (decades and longer) are scarcer and rarely exceed a few years [30,31]. Furthermore, they mostly focus on beach topography along few beach profiles, without considering bathymetric data.

In this paper, we study the topo-bathymetric evolutions of the Lacanau seaside resort located at the meso–macro tidal, highly energetic Atlantic French coast. In this context, and in the long term (more than a decade), we investigated if specific geomorphological responses of the nearshore–beach–dune system are attributable to the presence of a large riprap seawall. According to the best of authors’ knowledge, no previous study has compiled such multisource large-scale variable spatial and temporal coverage data (i.e., Orthophoto, DGPS, topographic airborne LiDAR and Echo-sounder bathymetry) in order to provide complete multi-proxy analysis of long-term seawall induced perturbation. Evolutions of beaches of the sea front of Lacanau were analyzed over the period 1966–2020 based on several indicators, including shoreline position, topo-bathymetric contours, beach morphology and sediment volume. The characteristics and magnitude of the perturbations were evaluated and bring a comprehensive lecture of passive and active erosion. The period analyzed includes the outstandingly energetic 2013/2014 winter and subsequent periods that also provide insight into beach reconstruction in front of a large riprap seawall in comparison to adjacent sectors.

2. Site

The study site is located along the sandy coast of Aquitaine, in Gironde, France (Figure 1a). More precisely, it covers 15 km of straight coast around the iconic seaside resort of Lacanau Ocean.

2.1. Beach and Dunes

Beaches along this part of the coast are double-barred [32]. The inner intertidal bar shows most of the time a transverse bar and a rip morphology. In contrast, the outer subtidal bar is modally crescentic. In the sector of Lacanau, the mean alongshore averaged wavelength of the inner system is about 400 m [32], and the outer bar horns are generally around 800 to 1000 km spaced.

These sandbars are important for beach morphology and response to storms, as the nearshore sandbar morphologies are sometimes mirrored after storm events at the beach-dune system as megacusps embayments with cross-shore amplitude of an order of 1–10 m [33]. In brief, accretive megacusps on the upper beach are enforced by inner-bar rip channels with a spacing of around 100 m and a typical lifetime of a few months. In contrast, erosive megacusps cutting the dune form during severe-storm-driven erosive events, which are primarily enforced by the outer-bar morphology with a spacing of around 1000 m [34].

The subaerial beach–dune profile typically exhibits a berm after period of fair weather conditions, sometimes with superimposed beach cusps. The beach–dune interface shows incipient foredune and foredune scarps alternating in both time [35] and space [36]. The coastal dune system corresponds to a continuous dune fixed by vegetation, intimately connected to the sandy beaches. Considered as a “natural” ecosystem, these dunes have been, in general, maintained and managed by the National Forest Office (ONF) since the mid-19 century [37].
the expected beach evolution, as well as bathymetric evolution near the seawalls, remains mostly theoretical [14–24]. Analyzing beach profiles of a beach backed by seawall on beach profile relatively to an adjacent unwalled beach is a classic approach to characterize the seawall impact on field studies [12,25–27]. However, most of them are restricted to simple topographic proxies [5,6] or to analyzing the seawall impact on the beach after storms [11,28,29]. Long-term surveys (decades and longer) are scarcer and rarely exceed a few years [30,31]. Furthermore, they mostly focus on beach topography along few beach profiles, without considering bathymetric data.

In this paper, we study the topo-bathymetric evolutions of the Lacanau seaside resort located at the meso–macro tidal, highly energetic Atlantic French coast. In this context, and in the long term (more than a decade), we investigated if specific geomorphological responses of the nearshore–beach–dune system are attributable to the presence of a large riprap seawall. According to the best of authors’ knowledge, no previous study has compiled such multisource large-scale variable spatial and temporal coverage data (i.e., Orthophoto, DGPS, topographic airborne LiDAR and Echo-sounder bathymetry) in order to provide complete multi-proxy analysis of long-term seawall induced perturbation. Evolutions of beaches of the sea front of Lacanau were analyzed over the period 1966–2020 based on several indicators, including shoreline position, topo-bathymetric contours, beach morphology and sediment volume. The characteristics and magnitude of the perturbations were evaluated and bring a comprehensive lecture of passive and active erosion. The period analyzed includes the outstandingly energetic 2013/2014 winter and subsequent periods that also provide insight into beach reconstruction in front of a large riprap seawall in comparison to adjacent sectors.

2. Site

The study site is located along the sandy coast of Aquitaine, in Gironde, France (Figure 1a). More precisely, it covers 15 km of straight coast around the iconic seaside resort of Lacanau Ocean.

Figure 1. (a) Location of the study site at the center of the Gironde coast, SW France. (b) Aerial photograph of the sea front of Lacanau Ocean from the north, 10/04/2020 (photograph from the OCA database: OCA, taken by ULM Sud Bassin).

2.2. Long-Term Shoreline Evolution

The Gironde coast is in chronic state of erosion, exhibiting a large north–south gradient [38]. In the sector of Lacanau, several studies have evaluated the shoreline retreat during different periods, supported by several kinds of information and proxies. Based on historic charts, the evolution rate has been evaluated to be between 0.3 and 0.5 m/year during the last century, period 1875–1967 [39]. Reference [40], which recounts a study based on ortho-photography interpretation, showed a general retreat in the sector but with significant longshore variability from 20 to 60 m between 1966 and 1998 (0.5 to 1.5 m/year). Shoreline change rates computed from a diachronic analysis of aerial photographs over the periods 1985–2014 [41] and 1950–2014 [42] show similar values of shoreline retreat (dune foot), which is, on average, around 2 m/year, but with a significant longshore variability between 0.5 and 3 m/year along a few kilometers. Since the outstanding 2013/2014 winter [43], which eroded the dune along almost the entire regional coast, no significant shoreline retreat has been observed in the area. The beach–dune at the adjacent beach of Lacanau has been slowly recovering and currently shows incipient foredunes at different stages of maturity [36].

2.3. Marine Forcings

The tide regime and wave climate are relatively homogeneous along the Nouvelle–Aquitaine coast. It is a mesotidal-to-macrotidal environment, with an annual mean tidal range of c. 3.7 m and a maximum tidal range reaching 5 m during spring tides, with a slightly lower tide range in the south. On the open coast, storm surge (non-tidal residual) is small (<1 m) [36].

The wave climate (Cap Ferret Buoys data) is energetic and strongly seasonally modulated with a monthly averaged significant wave height Hs (peak wave period Tp) that
ranges from 1.1 m (8.5 s) in July, with a dominant west–northwest direction, to 2.4 m (13 s) in January, with a dominant west direction [34]. The modal wave direction is from the west–northwest generating a southward oriented littoral drift, leading hereafter to consider the north of Lacanau, which is “upstream”, and the south, which is “downstream”.

Extreme wave conditions (the 100-year return $H_s$) are about 11.5 m [44]. Figure 2 shows the 2000–2020 time series of the wave energy flux, $P$ (kW/m), calculated in deep water, according to the following equation [45]:

$$P = \frac{\rho g^2 T_p H_s^2}{64\pi}$$

where $\rho$ is the density of sea water (1030 kg/m$^3$), and $g$ the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s$^2$), with $H_s$ and $T_p$ extracted at the Cap Ferret buoy (in c. 50 m depth at 1.447° W and 44.653° N; see Figure 1a).
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**Figure 2.** (a) Time series of computed wave energy flux ($P$) at Cap Ferret buoy location (Figure 1) over the period 2000–2020 (grid point hourly data). Vertical lines indicate the occurrence of topographic surveys by GNSS (blue), airborne topographic LiDAR (red) and bathymetric echo-sounding (green). Orange circle indicates the annual cumulated energy (right axis), and the dashed line is the mean annual cumulated energy calculated over the period. (b) Wind rose the Cap Ferret wind station (observations) for the same period.

In Figure 2, we can observe that the wave energy flux can have high interannual variability. After 2014, the last three years of the study period were the most energetic of the 20 last years.

### 2.4. Seafront Management

The site was progressively urbanized during the second half of the 20th century by extending the old town of Lacanau toward the coast. First the urbanization located at the back of the dune progressively developed over the first line dune by building villas, hotels and parking lots to facilitate beach access.

During the 1970s, to respond to the threat of erosion on the first building lines, the municipality decided to fix the coastline by using a longitudinal protection installed at the dune toe. The protection originally made of sheet pilling was rapidly supported by riprap blocs along 130 m [46]. Strong storms in 1979 damaged this seawall, which was rapidly fixed, and longshore extended. In 1984, it has been extended again along the coastline, leading to protect 750 m of the coast. A first transversal groin of 108 m was installed in 1986, extended to 145 m in 1988, with the aim to reduce the rapid erosion of the beach in front of the riprap seawall. A second groin was installed 300 m southward, with the same extension, in 1994 (Figure 1b). The installation of these groins has not prevented the progressive erosion of the beach. Recently, during the clustered storms of the 2013/2014, the sea front of Lacanau was massively damaged, and the pre-existent riprap sea wall was almost completely dismantled by the waves. The entire sea front was then redesigned and rebuilt, and the toe of the structure was moved seaward by 5–10 m along the 1.2 km of the current seawall. The seawall is relatively longshore uniform (Figure 3 see SEG 3 and 4) made up of a carapace of 1-3T limestone riprap resting on a filter layer and a geotextile.
A 3 m–wide foot stop allows the anchoring of the rock armor. This abutment is located between the altitude of 0.5 and 1.5 m NGF, but it does not rest on a hard substrate. The seawall is composed by a berm artificially covered by sand and a vegetated sandy slope on the crest. Further south, the seawall has the same dimension but slightly differs at the crest being backed by an artificial dune (Figure 3). Of note, this segment presents a shoreline oblique geometry design to smoothly connect the seawall to the downdrift coast.

Due to the meso–macro tidal range and large seasonal variability of beach shape, the seawall/beach relation is currently time-variable. Relatively to the Weggel classification [4] the interaction is alternately: Type III, “location of the seawall above mean high water and

Figure 3. Longshore segmentation of the study area (a) SEG 1 to 7; blue lines indicate GNSS profiles. (b) Zoom at the urban area; the red point indicates the location of the photo, and the dashed black lines the field of view of (c) the photo of the seawall. (d) Schematic profile of the seawall.
below the still water line of storm surge”, and Type IV, “within the normal tide range base is submerged at high water”.

In terms of management, beach reshaping is carried out before the summer period, punctually before the year 2000, and then annually up to nowadays. In addition, after the strong erosion in 2014, a small artificial sediment supply ($10^4$ m$^3$) took place at the toe of the riprap seawall. These small-scale sand supply actions are assumed to have very temporary and local effects.

3. Material and Methods
3.1. Topo-Bathymetric Data

The analyzed dataset is composed by 7 airborne topographic LiDAR campaigns covering the beach and the dune of the entire study area (Figure 3a). Data were acquired in spring of 2011, fall of 2014 and then annually at the same period since 2016, and they were computed in 1 m spatial resolution grids DEM (Digital Elevation Model). The vertical error of the gridded LiDAR data was described in previous work [36] and shown for each LiDAR campaign standard error, between 0.15 and 0.08 m.

Additionally, since 2001, the beach–dune morphology was surveyed in autumn in 2001 and 2003, and then it was annually surveyed after the winter season, starting in 2006, at several transects within the study area (Figure 2). Surveys are realized by DGPS GNSS (RTK acquisition), with precision, and are about a few centimeters (always inferior to 5 cm) in both the horizontal and vertical coordinates. The beach–dune profiles are collected at low tide from the water line to the back of the dune in natural beaches up- and downstream and in direct adjacent sectors of the urbanized seawall (profiles named G11, G12 and G13, location in Figure 3). The surveys are focusing on beach evolutions with specific attention to systematically measuring micro-topography (e.g., beach scarp, berm and incipient foredune). The presented data are interpolated (1 m resolution), and they necessarily generate some errors. In a conservative consideration, this main error can be evaluated to be at maximum of about 0.10 m.

Bathymetric data were collected annually between 2017 and 2019 during the spring seasons (April) by the engineering office CASAGEC for the municipality in application of their management strategy plan. The survey was realized by using a single-beam echo sounder associated with a GNSS RTK solution coupled with an inertial SBG Ekinox station. Data were acquired following theoretical transects spaced 10 to 20 m in both longshore and cross-shore direction, covering the nearshore from 0.5 m to around 15 m in depth, covering a stretch of the coast of 4 km (1.5 km on both side of the urbanized seawall). Relative to the technical setting, the accuracy of the horizontal and vertical measurements is evaluated to be less than 5 cm, leading to a low implication of measurement error.

All data used (including topographic and bathymetric data) in the study are referenced in Lambert 93, NGF (Nivellement General de la France), official levelling network in Mainland France.

3.2. Longshore Segmentation

Along the Aquitaine coast, longshore variability of beach morphology and associated beach volume can be important due to the tridimensional inner and outer bar system imprint on the intertidal beach, as well as berm, which can be massive, highly dynamic and longshore irregular. In order to integrate natural longshore variability, the studied area was divided into seven segments of relatively homogenous characteristics (Figure 3). These segments are delimited considering beach–dune morphology, plus along the urbanized area, the type and geometry of the back beach geotechnical structures.

The extremal northern and southern sectors (SEG 1 and 7; Figure 3) cover 2.1 and 3.1 km of the study area, respectively. It is assumed that these two sectors are not significantly perturbed by the urban area and associated seawall management. These sectors are used as a comparison to evaluate the state of beach profile along the urbanized area and are defined below as “natural sectors”. The urbanized area is surrounded by direct updrift and
down drift 1 km–long segment considerate as buffer (SEG 2 and 6; Figure 3). The urbanized area extends along 1.2 km and is bounded by a beach backed by seawalls. It is divided in three segments (SEG 3 to 5; Figure 3) relative to the geometry and the orientation of the seawall. Of note, the central segment (SEG 4) is bounded by two groins.

3.3. Cross-Shore Indicators

In line with previous works [35,36,47], the shoreline was defined as \( z = 6 \) m NGF, which roughly corresponds to the time and space averaged dune foot elevation along this part of the coast. This elevation was used to discriminate the beach from the dune compartment and to further compute the shoreline position \( (x_s) \). Beach–dune topographic profiles were extracted from each LiDAR grid, using 10 m–spaced profiles along the 15 km of the Lacanau coast (Figure 4). All profiles are extending up from mean sea level (MSL), corresponding to c. 0.5 m (Figure 5) and the dune toe c. 6 m.

![Figure 4. Steps of beach-dune topographic profiles extraction from LiDAR grids (zoom on segment 3).](image)

(A) LiDAR 2017 in this example, (B) 10 m-spaced profile and (C) extraction from 0.5 m NGF (mean sea level) to the dune. Red and violet lines indicate the 0.5 and 6 m NGF contours, respectively.

Given the broad changes in both time and space of the beach–dune profiles, data are considered in two references: (i) data are regarded in classical geographic coordinates and (ii) a local reference frame is used secondly. For each beach–dune profile, the data were translated in order to get the same origin \( (x = 0) \). This local cross-shore position systematically corresponds to the intersection of the beach–dune profile with the shoreline \( (z = 6 \) m NGF, Figures 5 and 6a). For each segment, beach profiles were stacked to obtain a beach envelop (Figure 7a,d,g), and a mean profile per year was further computed (Figure 7b,e,h). This local reference frame is more suitable to compare beach-profile shapes and envelopes.
part of the coast. This elevation was used to discriminate the beach from the dune compartment and to further compute the shoreline position \( x_s \). Beach–dune topographic profiles were extracted from each LiDAR grid, using 10 m–spaced profiles along the 15 km of the Lacanau coast (Figure 4). All profiles are extending up from mean sea level (MSL), corresponding to c. 0.5 m (Figure 5) and the dune toe c. 6 m.

Figure 4. Steps of beach-dune topographic profiles extraction from LiDAR grids (zoom on segment 3). (A) LiDAR 2017 in this example, (B) 10 m-spaced profile and (C) extraction from 0.5 m NGF (mean sea level) to the dune. Red and violet lines indicate the 0.5 and 6 m NGF contours, respectively.

Figure 5. Schematics of the beach–dune profile analysis at a given transect: shoreline position \( x_s \) and beach volume \( V_B \) between \( z = 0.5 \) m and \( z = 6 \) m. In order to compare beach–dune profile shape in both time and space (see Figure 4), a local reference frame is used in which, for each profile, \( x = 0 \) is defined as the intersection of the beach-dune profile, with elevation \( z = 6 \) m.

The beach volume \( V_B \) is defined as the sediment volume between the profile intersections with the MSL (0.5 m NGF) and 6 m NGF in \( \text{m}^3/\text{mL} \). For each individual beach profile, the \( V_B \) is calculated. Mean and standard deviation volumes are computed based on the distribution of individual \( V_B \) values per segment. Inter-annual \( V_B \) changes were also computed and were defined as the differences in absolute value between two successive annual surveys. In the urban area, where the seawall is backing the beach, the form and extension of the seawall is integrated into the profile. The volume corresponding to the extension of the structure is estimated at 19 \( \text{m}^3/\text{mL} \) relative to the structure geometry (Figure 3d) and is subtracted to the total beach profile volume. Note that sediments or substrate below the observed envelop cannot be considered systematically mobilizable. However, this estimate, which can be calculated homogeneously for each of the measurement campaigns, allows the relative comparison of the sand stocks positioned on the beach and the characterization of their dynamics (inter-annual and seasonal variability).

Note that LiDAR, GNSS and bathymetric echo-sounder data present a statistical relative error (error always positive) always smaller than 0.15 m in the Z coordinate. The absolute error used to be compensated, and the residual is close to 0 (no systematic bias was detected in the analysis for any campaign). Thus, we assumed that the repercussion of vertical error on beach volumes evaluation and topographic proxies location is very low and can be evaluated qualitatively to a few cubic meters per linear meter \( (\text{m}^3/\text{mL}) \) and less than 2 m in horizontal coordinate, respectively; this is not significant in comparison to typical observed beach volumes’ and topo-bathymetric contours’ evolution at the study site.
Figure 6. (a) DGPS annual evolution of beach-dune profile between 2001 and 2020 (location of each transect is reported in panel b, (b) LiDAR derived shoreline position \(x_s\) along the study site between 2011 and 2020, (c) LiDAR derived shoreline position \(x_s\) relative to 2011 shoreline position and (d) shoreline position \(x_s\) (6 m NGF) relative to 2020 shoreline position at the 3 DGPS transect and averaged along the study site (LiDAR data).
Figure 7. Beach morphology and associated volumes per year for the period 2011–2020 of (a) all LiDAR beach profiles stacked, (b) longshore average profiles and (c) box plot of beach volume $V_B$ for the northern natural segment (SEG 1). (d–f) Same organization for the central urbanized area (SEG 4) and (g–i) the southern natural segment (SEG 7). For the box plots, the central horizontal marks in the box plots indicate the median, and the top and bottom edges of the blue boxes indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Maximum whisker length extends up to 1.5 times the interquartile range, and the outliers are plotted individually using the “+” symbol.

4. Results

4.1. Decadal Evolution of Shoreline Position

Over the last 20 years, the shoreline position ($x_s$) at the three transects (G11 to G13; Figure 3) has retreated from 4 to 13 m (Figure 6a). Between 2001 and 2013, $x_s$ was barely stable, except for the nearest transect of the urbanized sea front (G12). An important retreat is observed after the 20132014 winter events, with local retreats ranging between 7 and 26 m.

Complementary, between 2011 and 2014, LiDAR data show that the $x_s$ longshore average retreat is about 14.5 m at the north of the seawall (SEG 1 and 2) and 12.9 m at the south (SEG 6 and 7). Large alongshore variability is observed related to almost symmetric
beach–dune megacusps erosion patterns, ranging from 400 to 800 m large and reaching 20 to 40 m in amplitude (Figure 6b,c).

Between 2014 and 2018, the entire stretch of the coast shows significant recovery in average 1.8 m at the north and 4.1 m at the south of the seawall (Figure 6), but at local variable rhythm, with sand accumulation being larger in the cusp embayment relative to the horns. The 2018/2019 winter was the second more energetic of the last 20 years (Figure 2) and induced a new shoreline erosion, mostly observed at the horns of the preexistent cusps (see Figure 6c, at x = 2500, 5000, 6500 or 7500 m). However, this winter has finally a low impact on the shoreline alongshore average position, and, in fact, during the 2014–2020 period, the shoreline recovered 4.3 m and 6.7 m at the north and the south of the seawall, respectively. The shoreline retreat observed in 2014 was approximately half reduced in the megacusps embayment.

4.2. Beach Shape and Volumes

The general characteristics of beach morphology and associated average beach volumes \( V_B \) are similar upstream (SEG 1) and downstream (SEG 7) of the urban sector of Lacanau, with \( V_B = 215 \) and 225 \( m^3/mL \) respectively. The variability in space of the \( V_B \) expressed by \( \sigma V_B \) is also similar, between 16 and 43 \( m^3/mL \) and 19 and 46 \( m^3/mL \) for SEG 1 and SEG 7, respectively (Table 1). At the center of the urban area (SEG 4; see Figure 7a–f), the alongshore average \( V_B \) is substantially reduced (71 \( m^3/mL \), or 68% lower) compared to the natural segments (SEG 1 and SEG 7). Along the walled backed beach, the same lower availability of sediments is noted for SEG 3 and SEG 4, while the \( V_B \) values are slightly higher along SEG 5, due to the shoreline oblique geometry of the seawall (Table 1).

Table 1. Longshore averaged beach volume \( (V_B \text{ in } m^3/mL) \) per segment and per year at Lacanau. The minimum and maximum volumes per segment estimated per segment are highlighted in light and dark gray, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEG 1</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>165 (25)</td>
<td>163 (16)</td>
<td>297 (39)</td>
<td>259 (43)</td>
<td>225 (32)</td>
<td>227 (28)</td>
<td>181 (21)</td>
<td>208 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 2</td>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>172 (26)</td>
<td>152 (9)</td>
<td>196 (33)</td>
<td>264 (37)</td>
<td>226 (27)</td>
<td>242 (27)</td>
<td>200 (25)</td>
<td>240 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 3</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>79 (19)</td>
<td>73 (23)</td>
<td>72 (9)</td>
<td>93 (19)</td>
<td>95 (18)</td>
<td>82 (7)</td>
<td>60 (9)</td>
<td>37 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 4</td>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>61 (21)</td>
<td>36 (15)</td>
<td>105 (7)</td>
<td>81 (8)</td>
<td>65 (4)</td>
<td>79 (8)</td>
<td>72 (10)</td>
<td>66 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 5</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>99 (28)</td>
<td>53 (28)</td>
<td>139 (38)</td>
<td>141 (38)</td>
<td>119 (32)</td>
<td>106 (49)</td>
<td>78 (31)</td>
<td>80 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 6</td>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>153 (11)</td>
<td>149 (21)</td>
<td>291 (45)</td>
<td>224 (27)</td>
<td>248 (44)</td>
<td>221 (18)</td>
<td>180 (24)</td>
<td>220 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG 7</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>150 (25)</td>
<td>167 (19)</td>
<td>293 (46)</td>
<td>274 (34)</td>
<td>251 (39)</td>
<td>249 (39)</td>
<td>198 (35)</td>
<td>217 (35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This difference of \( V_B \) between urban and natural segments is more pronounced before the winter period, when sediments are generally much more abundant on the beaches. The deficit of \( V_B \) on the urban sector compared to the natural sectors is then 69% against 62%, respectively, before and after the winter (Table 1).

The variability of the envelope is also greatly reduced in the urban area compared to the natural areas; this is mainly because no summer berm is observed, contrary to adjacent sectors (Figure 7). Indeed, SEG 4 exhibits a flat beach with very reduced variabilities (\( \sigma V_B \): 4 to 21 \( m^3/mL \), generally >10 \( m^3/mL \)), in comparison with natural sectors (\( \sigma V_B \): 16 to 46 \( m^3/mL \); see Table 1).

In 2020, the \( V_B \) values of the natural (SEG 1 and SEG 7) and transition segments (SEG 2 and 6) are close to the 2011–2020 average values. In contrast, in front of the seawall (SEG 3, 4 and 5), the \( V_B \) is substantially lower than in the previous years. This is particularly true at the northern part of the seawall (SEG 3), where the \( V_B \) is the lower volume observed of the period (37 \( m^3/mL \); Table 1), due to the presence of a rip channel almost positioned at the seawall toe.
4.3. Longshore Beach Variability: Unwalled vs. Walled Beach

In order to analyze the evolution of $V_B$ in natural area ($V_{B\text{ Nat}}$) with volume in the urban sector ($V_{B\text{ Urb}}$) during the 2011–2020 period, results for SEG 1 and 7 are merged (Figure 8a). The ratio $V_{B\text{ Urb}} / V_{B\text{ Nat}}$ highlights the relative variation of sediment volume between the two sectors. It shows that the weak availability of sediment, as well as the decrease in sediment volume in front the seawall, seems relatively progressive (linear) and continuous over the studied period, from 44% in 2011 to 24% in 2020 (Figure 8a). Note that there is no substantial decrease between 2011 and 2014, but it necessary to consider that LiDAR in 2011 was surveyed in March (post-winter), whereas, in 2014, the survey occurred in October (post-summer). In fact, in 2014 the profiles (volume) at the end of the summer period (recovery period) are barely identical to those observed after the winter. In other words, after a season of recovery, the beach still had winter characteristics.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Evolution of longshore average, $V_B$, for natural (SEG 1 and SEG 7) vs. urbanized segment (SEG 4) (a); the reference for ratio $V_{B\text{ Urb}} / V_{B\text{ Nat}}$ is the right axis. Evolution of $V_B$ on the same segments relative to $V_B$ 2014 (b).

Even if $V_B$ is decreasing in front of the seawall, inter-annual variations are broadly similar to those observed for the northern and the southern natural sectors, especially since 2014 (Figure 8b). Except between 2011 and 2014, where sediment volumes are stable within the natural segments, while a substantial decrease of $V_B$ is observed in front of the walled sector (attributed to a relative higher impact of the 2013/2014), evolution tendencies are roughly similar. For the entire study area, both in urbanized and natural sectors, $V_B$ increased between 2014 and 2016 and has decreased continuously since 2016.

Finally, between 2014 and 2020, $V_B$ increased, on average, by about 55 m$^3$/mL on natural segments, whereas it has decreased about −18 m$^3$/mL on the seawall backed beach. Note that the 2011 survey was performed during spring, whereas the 2020 survey was in autumn. Considering that the seasonal variability of the beach–dune volume is, on average, about 74 m$^3$/mL [41], we can reasonably consider that, in 2020, the $V_B$ at natural segments is similar to the situation in 2011. This is not the case in front of the seawall, where a benefit of post-2013/2014 recovery is no longer observed and where $V_B$ notably decreased. It should be noted that no perturbations of the natural segments (downstream compared to upstream) are attributable to the presence of the seawall. Indeed, a similar
5. Discussion

The impacts of different kind of built structures on beach morphology and erosion hazard are theoretically well-known (Figure 9; see References [1,2,13,48,49]), but, in fact, magnitudes of the perturbations are related to multiple and complex non-linear factors. In the literature, conclusions appear often discordant, site-dependent and strongly related to the approach taken (flume experiment, model and field observation).

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of passive and active seawall-induced morphological perturbations reported in the bibliography.

Adverse effects attributed to the seawall on adjacent beaches are multiple and can be evaluated through several topo-bathymetric indicators: (i) end-effect [20,21,50,51], affecting the shoreline position; (ii) beach lowering [52–54], affecting the beach level and morphology directly in front of the wall; (iii) temporary [10,19] or persistent scours or troughs [55–57], affecting the bathymetry in front of the wall; (iv) offshore bar migration, affecting the nearshore bar form and position [57,58]; or (v) offshore sediment redistribution, generating an offshore flat plateau [10].

The assessment of seawall-induced perturbations generally suffers from confusion related to the absence of distinctions between active erosion (topo-bathymetric perturbations generated by the structure) and passive erosion (long-term shoreline evolution context [22,23,29]). The anticipated adverse effects related to seawalls (previously cited) are regarded below, assuming that the studied dataset can support conclusions on multi-annual-to-decadal evolutions caused by the presence of the seawall.

5.1. Beach and Shoreline Perturbations Associated to the Structures

The main adverse impact assignable to active erosion is the end-effect, which is observable at the both sides of a seawall. End-effects were mainly argued to be caused by the reflection and diffraction of waves at the ends of walls, concentrating wave-induced energy, generating rip currents and seaward return flows [20,50]. Other processes are proposed, such as sand trapping [3], groin effect [16] or headland effect [22], but these are not relevant in our context. Perturbations affecting the beach and the shoreline position directly at the downstream end of the wall are often reported to extend from 50 to 300 m [16,20,21,51]. The relation between the magnitude of the perturbation and seawall length was investigated in the bibliography, but the laboratory and field data show no consistent results [14], and for long seawalls, no correlation is physically plausible [22]. This is in contrast to other management solutions for which direct relations are observed; see Reference [59], for example. At the Lacanau seaside resort, a local retreat of approximately 5–10 m along 400 m is observable in 2011 at the southern end of the seawall (Figure 6b) relative to the longshore average position of the shoreline. Less clear perturbation is observable at the north end, with a 5 m retreated shoreline position along 200 m.
These impacts attributed to the seawall can be considerate as relatively small regarding the fact that this coast is dominated by highly energetic conditions and comparing with observed impact of storm-induced erosion. In addition, no clear accentuation of the shoreline retreat is observable after a massive erosion sequence (2013/2014 winter; Figure 6b,c). After these storm events, megacusps at the strictly adjacent sectors to the wall have similar (or reduced) dimensions in comparison with those observed along the rest of the coast. In 2020, the local end-effects appeared to be reduced, considering the shoreline proxy (dune foot) or lower topographic contours (see Figure 10), concluding that potential upstream and downstream end-effects at a Lacanau site are mostly temporary. For today, potential adverse end-effects have similar dimensions to the mega cusps observed within the studied area and are compensated by highly dynamic sediment circulation, sediment availability and moderate management actions (i.e., beach and dune reshaping or sand supply). Limited adverse effects are also related to the specific geometry of the seawall, for which the southern part is composed of a shoreline oblique segment (SEG 5) for the very purpose of reducing the perturbation.

![Figure 10](image-url) Alongshore average beach profile per segment (a) in 2011, (b) in 2014, (c) in 2017 and (d) in 2020.

At a larger scale, Figure 11a shows that the Lacanau sea front is located approximately at the center of a persistent shoreline deviation of wave length of c. 8 km. This deviation of the shoreline was already detected before the installation of the seawall (in 1966) and has approximately the same amplitude (between 30 to 35 m) as thought at the time. Here, it is assumed that there is no link with the presence of the seawall. The nature of this large-scale shoreline oscillation, which can play a role in the future evolution of the shoreline at the study site, is not clearly known and should be further investigated relative to chronic erosion hazard and impact of sea-level rise.
Seawalls are also commonly blamed for generating beach lowering; see References [52,54] for examples. These perturbations are reported to be related to a combination of cross-shore-dominated processes associated with wave reflection [55,60,61] combined with a gradient of longshore current [10,19,62–64] affecting the beach and extending to the nearshore area. Beach lowering, relative to adjacent sector, is generally associated with the faster establishment of a flat beach profile in winter (i.e., during fall) and reduced seasonal variability in beach volume between the summer and winter seasons [53].

At Lacanau, low beach and reduced seasonal variability are obvious and are mainly a manifestation of passive erosion due to the general shoreline retreat and relative progressively more seaward position of the seawall (Figure 11). The first qualitative observations of beach lowering at the site were reported in 1998 [40]. In fact, with reference to these data and specifically the shoreline position in 1985 (Figure 11), it can be supported that the lowering of the beach had already started by then (probably as soon as the first installation of seawall during the 1970s). Our comparison of mean cross-shore profiles in an urban sector backed to the seawall (SEG 4) with those in natural sector (without seawall, SEG 1 or SEG 7; Figure 7) shows no significant additional active erosion at the toe of the seawall (scours); the upper part of the beach between is notably steeper (c. 10% against 5 to 6% for natural beach), but the lower part of beach profile (beyond 1 m) in front of the seawall is roughly similar to the profile of adjacent beaches.

Figure 11. Shoreline position ($x_s$) relative to a rectiline baseline: (a) along 20 km and (b) zoom along the study site from 1966 to 2020. Solid line is the shoreline centered moving average, calculated over a sliding window of 2 km. Black line indicates the position and the geometry of the seawall and the groins.
5.2. Impact on Nearshore Bathymetry

Seawall-induced perturbations on the nearshore bathymetry are supposed to be signs of active erosion caused by wave reflection and perturbation of the longshore current, first affecting the beach extending to the nearshore area. At the study site, between 2017 and 2019, no major scours were usually observable, and no significant or persistent lowering of the lower part of the beach was noticed in front of the wall (Figure 12a). The position of the 0 m isobath shows a reduction of the beach width at the northern part of the wall, but no similar pattern is observable at −2 m (Figure 12b). Interestingly enough, no clear bathymetric perturbation can be associated to the two groins, indicating that their role of capturing sediment is weak and intermittent. In fact, the groins fail to retain sand in the long term, mainly due to the large tidal range, which periodically allows the groins to be bypassed at low tide and passed over at high tide.

As reported in several field studies, scours are not necessarily observed at seawalls [19,23,53]), including after storms [6]. Four reasons are proposed to explain the absence of scours (active erosion) or more generally reduced erosion pattern along Lacanau sea front, the two first ones relative to the seawall (intrinsic): (i) the position of the seawall relative to the beach. In fact, the toe of the seawall is affected by the runup only during few hours (high tide) at time scale of day during spring tide or storms. This is limiting the time of direct interaction between waves and the wall; (ii) the type of seawall (riprap seawall), which are promoted to limit wave reflection and thus induced perverse effect. The two others factors are relative to the hydro-sedimentary context (extrinsic): (iii) the meso–macro tidal range at the site associated with a very high annual littoral drift rate (local mean residual longshore drift of c. $300 \times 10^3$ m$^3$/yr, [65]), which supports permanent cross-shore/longshore sediment redistribution. This is a factor in permanently smoothing out or filling in any such local scour at the beach and the nearshore; (iv) the relatively high sediment availability within the coastal system. In fact, despite the context of chronic erosion over the long term, beaches at the North of the study site are wide and beach volume are substantial [38]. The very high annual littoral drift rate naturally brings large sand supply, conferring a strong capacity of recovery of the beaches on a seasonal and multiannual time scale.

Some studies with contradictory results have related the potential modification of nearshore bar position or form to the presence of seawall [57,58]. At Lacanau, the positions of the isobaths——2 to −10 m do not highlight any clear wall-induced pattern associated with the presence of the seawall. Slight differences in 3D rhythmic patterns can be noted in front of the seawall, compared to the adjacent sector (more longshore uniform outer bar, Figure 12a; or more pronounced trough, Figure 12b,c). However, this observation cannot be conclusive relative to the strong spatiotemporal variability of the inner/outer bar pattern and the fact that surveys were realized annually at spring, preventing the detection of perturbation on seasonal variability. A bathymetric survey should be pursued in order to confirm potential multi-annual trends, and, eventually, analyses of seasonal perturbation should be performed, particularly at the outer bar location and beyond the theoretical depth of closure.

Finally, concerning offshore sediment redistribution, studies based on flume experiment [10] or using parametric models [14,15] have shown that taking sand from the beach in front of a wall and moved offshore formed a relatively flat plateau that extended the offshore breaking zone. Based on the formula proposed in References [66,67], the depth of closure at this coastal site is estimated to be between 15 and 20 m depth. Unfortunately, the available bathymetric surveys are limited to a c. −17 m depth, preventing them from being totally conclusive. However, these results are interesting enough, considering that, over the three years of bathymetric survey, nearshore bathymetric perturbations between a depth of 0 and 15 m are mostly subtle, and the 15 m–deep isobaths exhibit persistent oscillation with an amplitude of a 20 to 60 m, roughly in front of the seawall (Figure 12d). As for the outer bar form and position, further monitoring must be conducted to conclude on the nature of these oscillations and if a link can be supported with the presence of the seawall.
5.2. Impact on Nearshore Bathymetry

Seawall-induced perturbations on the nearshore bathymetry are supposed to be signs of active erosion caused by wave reflection and perturbation of the longshore current, first affecting the beach extending to the nearshore area. At the study site, between 2017 and 2019, no major scours were usually observable, and no significant or persistent lowering of the lower part of the beach was noticed in front of the wall (Figure 12a). The position of the 0 m isobath shows a reduction of the beach width at the northern part of the wall, but no similar pattern is observable at −2 m (Figure 12b). Interestingly enough, no clear bathymetric perturbation can be associated to the two groins, indicating that their role of capturing sediment is weak and intermittent. In fact, the groins fail to retain sand in the long term, mainly due to the large tidal range, which periodically allows the groins to be bypassed at low tide and passed over at high tide.

Figure 12. Annual DTM of nearshore bathymetry at the center of the study site (period 2017–2019) (a–c), and superposed isobaths position for each survey and time-averaged isobath position relative to a rectiline baseline (d). Black line on the plot indicates the position and the geometry of the seawall and the groins.

5.3. Recovery and Accommodation Space

At the Lacanau site, a small long-term seawall-induced effect on topo-bathymetry was observed; this is in line with several studies realized on highly energetic coasts, e.g., in California [6,30] or Oregon [68,69]. The reduction of the beach in front of the seawall is due to the general long-term chronic shoreline erosion along this stretch of the coast. Shoreline retreat is characterized by successive episodes of mega cusp erosion potentially with a large amplitude, similar to that observed after the 2013/2014 winter [34,36] or that previously observed in 1979 [70]. Subsequent periods are marked by progressive erosion at the horns of the cusp during moderate to highly energetic winters and substantial accumulation of sand in the bay during summer (Figure 6b). After 6 years (2014–2020), the shoreline position in the mega cusps was offset by half and the shoreline tends to be realigned, resulting in a net...
landward longshore average translation of about 10.2 m at the north of the wall (SEG 1 and 2) and 6.2 m at the south (SEG 6 and 7) between 2011 and 2020. In the cusp directly adjacent to the wall, relative beach recovery is globally similar to the rest of the coast (Figure 6b,c, Figures 10 and 11). Results show that extreme storm events (winter 2013/2014) can be responsible for 30-to-40 m local shoreline retreat (Figure 6), with the alongshore average retreat being higher than 10 m at the timescale of a winter. The shoreline retreat relative to the 1966 alongshore average shoreline position was about 66 m in 2020 (1.2 m/year). Considering that, in 2020, the mean width of the upper beach in front of the wall (between Mean Higher High Water and the seawall toe) was around 30 m, the disappearance of the dry beach (i.e., backshore) in front of the seawall will take place anyway within 20 to 25 years within the current seawall geometry (due to global shoreline retreat). This is not considering a potential extremely erosive winter, which could be responsible to sudden degradation of the situation (Figure 13a).

![Figure 13. Aerial photographs of Lacanau from the south (a) after last storm of the winter 2013/2014 on 03/2014, showing the severely damaged sea defenses and mega cups erosion pattern (photo: Julien Lestage); and (b) 2-and-half years and after, showing the new configuration of the seawall and the recovery at the beach–dune interface (photo: Jerome Augereau).](image-url)

As observed in the 2020 survey, due to the actual position of the sea wall within the beach profile, the common nearshore bar-rip channel dynamics can temporally but substantially reduce the beach width in front of the seawall and eventually promote damage to the seawall (Figure 10d). Future disappearance of the dry beach will drastically modify the hydrodynamic conditions at the base of the wall. Conclusions drawn here of no significant active erosion caused by the seawall could then be questioned.

Finally, a few quantitative approaches are available to anticipate the topo-bathymetric impacts of sea walls [13]. Promising works were recently presented [14,15] to draw expected perturbations related to seawall and sea-level rise on nearshore topo-bathymetric profiles. These parametric models should be interesting to set up on the study site in order to address questions of acceleration of beach disappearance, modification of the bathymetry or potential drastic increase of perturbations of longshore sediment transfer.

6. Conclusions

Hard coastal structures are usually thought to perturb hydrodynamic conditions and sediment exchange within the coastal system, leading to adverse effect. There is no consensus in the literature on the impact of seawalls, eventually because in situ long-
term evolution depends on many factors, including the position of the wall relative to
the adjacent coastline, geometry and materials, ground water dynamic, tidal range, wave
energy, sediment supply and management actions. Thus, the negative effects reported in
the bibliography are not systematically generalizable.

Classically reported perturbations associated with seawalls were analyzed at Lacanau
sea front, thanks to an extensive topo-bathymetric dataset acquired within two decades.
The most dramatic manifestation of the presence of the seawall is the beach lowering
and the reduction of beach variability at the seasonal and interannual timescales in front
of the seawall. This manifestation of passive erosion is related to the context of chronic
shoreline retreat at least since the mid of the 20th century, preexistent to the construction
of the seawall. The shoreline is retreating by erosion/recovery cycles characterized by
(i) mega cusp erosion, (ii) mega cusp progressive infilling (recovery) and (iii) longshore
non-uniform realignment (horn retreat) during subsequent winters. After the extremely
energetic 2013/2014 winter and subsequent years, no evidence of an increase of erosion or
slowdown of recovery related to the presence of the seawall is observed at direct adjacent
sectors. The only perturbations directly attributable to the seawall (active erosion) are
relatively small, only limited to temporary end-effect, potential slight perturbation of outer
bar pattern and the setup of a slight platform at the deeper part of the profile. To date, there
is no evidence that the seawall has produced non-reversible adverse effects, mainly thanks
to the highly dynamic hydro-sedimentary conditions (tidal range, wave induced longshore
drift and high sediment availability) promoting permanent sediment redistribution within
the coastal system.

The choice of implementation of coastal structures always needs to be carefully re-
garded, considering positive effect in regard to perturbations, including local and immedi-
ate, as well as extended and long-term, adverse effects. Another point to consider relative
to the future consequence of climate change is the possibility of maintaining or dismantling
such solutions. As in many urbanized coasts worldwide, the sea-level rise and modifi-
cation of storm regime associated with chronic shoreline erosion will lead to new modes
of interaction between hydrodynamic conditions and the structure probably modifying
morphodynamic response of the nearshore system. On these coasts, the reflection about
occupation mode within coastal management plan for the next decade is at a turning point.
In most cases, to respond at the increase of hydrodynamic stresses on structures, the chosen
path is to hold the line and reinforce structures (i.e., seawalls). When there is no obvious
disturbance of the hydrosedimentary functioning of the coastal system, another approach
is possible. Accepting a rapid realignment of the coastline relative to the adjacent sectors,
the renatualization of the shoreline can be planned. This solution, which is still emerging,
requires us to support strong constraints from the political and socio-economic point of
view and for coastal managers.
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